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Shriver Visits R.I.
On Sunday, October 8th,
Sargent
Shriver,
the
Democratic c:andidate for Vice
president, flew into Rhode
Island to make an appearance
in Rhode Island's Columbus
Day celebrations to gather
support, for the McGovernShriver campaign, and to
clarify the McGovern position
on cuts in defense spending and
how they would affect Rhode
Island.
He.. re,ceived enthusiastic
applause from an estimated
75,000 people who watched him
march in the Columbus Day
qowntown
parade
in
Providence.
.
Mr. Shriver received the full
support of the Democratic
party in Rhode Island through
pledges of support from Mayor
Joseph Doorley of Providence,
Senators Pastore and Pell,
Governor
Frank
Licht,
Congressman Tiernan and
State Democratic Chairman
Lawrence McGarry. "Sargent
Shriver is a good friend of this
city and a good friend of
mine," said Doorley. Senator
Pastore described Mr. Shriver
as "a man of tremendous
~ompassion. He is one- man
who puts people above things."

OF EXPR.ESS10N~

"This record reflects the
cutbacks in Rhode Island's
naval installations· forced by
Richard Nixon and John
Chafee .... George McGovern
and I have pledged that no
defense jobs will be cut unless
there is a civilian program
ready for displaced workers to
move into."
Cont. on Pg. 3

RIC Theatre Ree's
Hon. Mention

The Rhode Island College
Theatre Company was the
recipient of an Honorable
Mention citation in the Moss
Hart Memorial Awards for
Plays of the Free World. The
awards were made during the
New England Theatre Conference which was held at
Rhode Island College this past
weekend, October 13, 14 and·1s.
Miss Kitty Carlyle, widow of
the late Moss Hart, made the
award. Judging was by a
committee appointed by Elliot
Norton, drama critic for the
Boston
Sunday
HeraldTraveler
and
Record
American, Sunday Advertiser.
Rhode Island College was
cited for its production of "The
Caucasian
Chalk Circle"
The principal purpose of the directed by Dr. P. William
visit was to clarify doubts that Hutchinson. Dr. Hutchinson
the voters of Rhode Island accepted the award for the
might have regarding the RIC Theatre Company.
effo, ts to the state's economy
Winner of the main award
of :, cGovern's proposed cuts received a trf)phy bearing a
in uefense spending. Mr. statuette of "Winged Victory",
Shriver noted: "Democratic symbolizing one of Moss Hart's
administrations· provide jobs; most memorable plays. Given
Republican
administrations bv the Boston Recordlose them. In Rhode Island,
.!an and Sunday Ad,er through the New
under Richard Nixon, civilian- ,.
military employment is down Eng ..md Theatre Conference,
22.3%. In the Providence area, it was retained by the winner
unemployment is now 7%. It for one year. In addition, a
was 4.2% when Nixon became plaque was presented as a
permanent record.
Pr~sident."

Famed

Poetess

Appointed
F acuity

Visiting
Member

Among the new faculty
appointments at Rhode Island
College this fall is that of
nationally known poet, Jean
Garrigue.
Named visiting associate
professor of English, Miss
Garrigue is the author of ten
books of poetry, fiction, and
criticism
and
critical
biography.
She has been the recipient of
numerous grants and awards
a Guggenheim
including
Fellowship, a Rockefeller
Grant in Poetry, an award
from the National Institute of
Arts and Letters and the Emily
Clark Balch Prize ( awarded
by the Virginia Quarterly).
In addition to her books, her
work has been published in
The New Yorker, The Nation,
The New Republic, Poetry,
The Hudson Review and other

noted publications. Her work
has also been re-printed in a
Miss Jeanne Garrigue
number of anthologies.
Miss Garrigue's career has where she was Regents the Young Men's. Hebrew
Association in New York, the
included. work as an editor, professor last spring.
Miss Garrigue earned her Guggenheim Museum, and she
free-lance writer and teacher.
of has read on the California and
She has lectured in poetry at a BA at the University
number
of colleges and Chicago and 'holds the MF A Northwest poetry circuit, the
universities
in the United from the University of Iowa. North Carolina circuit, and the
States
including
Smith She was awarded. an honorary New England poetry circuit.
by
Skidmore. She has also done translations,
College, the University of doctorate
served as poetry editor of the
Pennsylvania, the University . College.
Miss Garrigue, in addition to New Leader for the past five
of Connecticut,
Queens
College, the University of her publications, has read her · years and been a judge for the
Washington and the University poetry at the Library of National Book Award and the
Congress, the poetry center of Brandeis Award in Poetry.
of California at Riverside

Pell Accuses Chafee
of Unfair Practices

INTERVIEW

In response to John Chafee's
repeated charges that Senator
Claiborne
Pell
and
Presidential candidate George
McGovern are alike in political
thinking, Senator Pell accused
his opponent of strained logic.
Senator Pell noted that his
Senate voting record is also
similar
to Sen. Edmund
Muskie, Abraham Ribicoff,
Seantors Clifford Case and
Edward
Brooke
( both
Republicans) and Sen. John 0.
Pastore.
"That
makes
Senators Muskie, McGovern,
Pastore, Case and Brool{e all
Pell Democrats ~ like seven
peas in a pod. It is a rather
interesting fact and a fortunate
one for Rhode Island that
Senator Pastore and I agree on
a very high percentage of roll
call votes. Otherwise, we
would be cancelling out each
other's votes. Does my opponent object to the very high
percentage
of
voting
agreement between Senator
Pastore and myself? If elected,
would he take a position opposite to Senator Pastore on a
majority of the issues?"
Senator Pell said that the
real issue in the Rhode Island

a McG. Delegate

Cont. on Pg. 3

On the Convention

Floor

with

by Will Collet!e

return the POW's. The Ambassador
of France,
in
Washington, has released a:
statement that after Dien Bien
Phu all of the French POW's
and MIA's were, to their best
knowledge, returned to France
immediately. ,So there is a
tradition already shown where
after a war is over, the North
Vietnamese will follow 'through
and return all of the prisoners.
What is the difference bet- All that George McGovem
ween the Nixon position and cares about is that those 2000or
the McGovern position on so POW's, and any others that
Vietnam?
are incarcerated
in North
STEGMAIER: The primary Vietnam should be released.
difference is what they think
ANCHOR;
The
Nixon
should happen to Indochina position is that he wants the
after we withdraw. George POW's released first?
McGovern does not want to aid
ATEGMAIER:
No. The
in any way the dictatorship of difference is what is going to
Thieu. What he would like is happen to South Vietnam.
some kind of decision on the George McGover.nsays that we
part of the Vietnamese people. have help_ed South Vietnam
This ll'ay sound at this point to enough. South Vietnam is not
be somewhat
flighty_ or worth any more effort by the
unrealistic, but he feels that United States to keep it going
they should, determine their independently of North Vietown future. Ife wants a united nam. What he wants is for the
Vietnam; the war is a civil country to unify in a governwar. McGovern trusts the ment of all of Vietnam and then
North Vietnamese will follow to deal with that government.
Cont. on Pg. 5
.through on their pled~e to

Part Two. This concludes an
interview done with David
Stegmaier,
a former RIC
student who is now a full-time
organizer for the campaign of
Senator George McGovern.
Mr. Stegmaier went to the
in
Democratic
Convention
Miami as a McGovern delegate
and took part in most of the
important
actions in that
convention.
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OPINIONS
-Bond Issue

Essential

for RIC

had been planned on in RIC 's
A 2% increase m student
plan.
expansion
population since 1968, as well as long-range
Hence, a four year gap in the
past and anticipated increases
ensued.
program
building
m enrollmr,nt in science and
Enrollments have continued to
other related programs makes
climb but additional space for
it necessary for more science
classroom needs and faculty
facilities at RIC
unhas remained
Applications for admission to offices
changed.
health services program have
classroom
The proposed
more· than doubled in the last
science building will contain
two years. Enrollment in the
general and special purpose
medical technology program
increased 54% between 1970 science classrooms, equipment
lecture rooms and at least 100
tha·t private
· Having ~~n a: string of 6;d· -· Use'reco~~ended
and 1971. This is the greatest
faculty offices. It will be
of marijuana
increase in any curnculum at
luck of later Dtck iji~on-soµght- ., possession
he could' RIC.
located adjacent to the Clark
r:esolution in-the'J)fob1em. 1.tseff.-', be. decriminalized,
At present, there are over 100 Science Building and will be
When the Com mission ,pn plaJnly see that.the commission·,
75,000 square feet.
Campus Violence-'said-•'.that-thet:, -members·mus't have sampled
freshmen in RIC's three year
nursing program. Before 1976,
sboulq_ exercis~. of t,he problem themselves.
government
inand
help
StudeRt
·:Cm~ ,· 'F'heJ Tinal sthiw·· was the an estimated, 500 students will
more moiar:rea'der·ship:
volvement is needed to camthe· be on campus tn the, various
of
rec6m_mendalion
dould chalk it up to that addlepaign for this bond fssue for
program.
pated papist Hesburgh and'pu:t' Co-mmfssion · on Population·
of the
st.ages
it out of mind. Wlieii ·•the · :·Gon'tr'.ol,· When they rec om-~ Bi~logy, Chemistry and the education's approval. Anyone
interested in .participating in a
programs
Commission .. on -Dornoraphy •. m.er.ided~.that -abortion laws-- sc;1ence Teacher
telephone campaign, mailing
said that the best.way to.get.rid . should .. be liber:al ized, the are
experiencing
. ?-lso
and stuffing envelopes, doing
it·~ gfa~moftt ·or appointing com-~ eni:-ollment increases.
of porrtcigr-aphy was to 'ma.ke
radio spots etc., is urged to
easy to get, one could only missions went right out the
RIC 's ,physical plant has not
contact Ms. Mary Davey in
wlhdow., ·
suppos:e thatB.ill Scranton.got.
kept pace with its growing
Alumni House, Extension 315,
'-'Surely· they know my student
Conenrollment.
a:-bH carrie.cLaway in those.
position," 'lie said, reciting a struction at RIC was ~ot in- or Mr. Larry Sasso of the
rooms,
h.eated .conferenc-e
News Bureau, Extension 592
yellow legal· cluded qn the 1970referenda as
past speech,
When the Commission onDrug
pap·er-piano roll-like . .'.'I said,
· from ·personal and religious
beliefs, I consider abortions an
of
form
unacceptable
Furcontrol
population
unrestricted
thermore,
abortion policies, or abortion
on demand, I cannot square
with my personal belief in the
life-of human
sanctity
including the !ife of the yet
unborn. For, surely. the unalso,
rights
have
born
recognized in law, recognized
even in principles expounded
by the United Nations."
incredibly dumb. According to
Your page two editorial
Con't. on Pg. :1
shows you are damn, foolish H.L. Mencken, certainly one of
this country's greatest jourSOLDIERS
student journalists.
1.5 MILLION
by Will Collette
First of all, Mr. Andrew is a nalists, the only way to look at a
ON ALL SIDES HAVE BEEN
o' KILLED
campaign
During the
politician is down.
WOUNDED.
0R
POLITICIAN. It should never
1968 Richard M. Nixon em- During the 1'\J"ixon adminisI would never let ANYONE
be assumed that there is any
phatically stated that "those
of good reason to pay any at- look at a story I was writing
number
the
tration,
who have had a chance for four Americans killed was 20,327; tention to a politician's
ut- about him. Once I interviewed
years and could not produce
him, once I get HIS VERSION
terances. The man is running
were
Americans
I 10,968
peace should not be giv.en wounded.
of the "facts", it's up to me to.
The figure of 1.5 for office. You should have
another chance." During the million does not include tens of checked out what he had to check them out and get the
last-four years of opportunity,
other side of the story. It's up
Meo, say. You should not have
thousands· of Laotian,
some grim statistics have been
to me to write the story.
Thai and U.S: ·soldiers killed
trusted him.
produced.
Obviously, you let Mr. Anand wounded ·in· Laos or
Second, why did you let the
MIL L 10,N .- IN - Cambodia. ·
4 .5
drew 'cash in on your inexman scan the transcription
DOC HINE"SE£ IVIL IANS
40 000 · SOUTH' . VIETbefore publication? Why did perience. He does an interview
HAVE - 'BEEN' . KILLED,
with you, checks. it out, lets it
N A ME SE .. CIVILIANS
you let him write his own ar,
OR MADE w ERE
WOUNDED
E X-E·cu TED
tide? NEVER assume that a be published and the damage is
165,000 South
HOMELESS.
done. Now you have an oppolitician knows his ."facts".
WITHOUT TRIAL UNDER
civilian-s have
Vietnamese
ponent of Mr. Andrew, Mr.
PHOENIX
By and large, politicians are
THE
been killed, 410,000 have been
to
According·
PROGRAM.
wounded and 1,855,000 have
South Vietnamese
official
been made refugees. 2,000,000 records
1967-71,
( "Vietnam
have
civilians
Cambodian
and
Peace
Toward
been made homeless as were
published by the
Prosperity,"
194,000Laotians. These figures
Ministry of
Thieu regime's
are official and are ta~en from Information),
40,994 civilians
Record.
the Congressional
were killed by the Phoenix
and from program,
August 3, 1972,
a CIA-directed
"Problems of War Victims in project to eliminate suspected
M Nbon.Oaober9.1%8
Ridiard
Indochina," Parts I-II, U .. S. "enemy civilians." The Senate
on is currently considering warSubcommittee
Senate
Refugees, pages 37 and 38, May crime investigations into the
.
1972.
Phoenix program.
These figures do not include
in
present
The statistics
the number: -o{ Laotian kill'ed rather dry form what is a daily
by massive· U..S:·air strikes in human reality · in Indochina.
( a Cournell
that country.
Mr. Nixon's "secret plan to end
study estimates
many
University
his
and
the war
that 1,230,000 tons of bombs
pronouncements that he seeks
have been dropped between
peace with honor- have directly
1969 and the end of 1971). Not cost six million people in blood
included are the thousands of and misery.
people killed in bombing and
For further documentation
ground fighting in Cambodia.
of these facts· and others,
Finally, the number of North contact either Project Air War,
Vietnamese people killed and 1322 18th St. NW, Washington,
wounded by American bom- D. C. 20036 or the Pentagon
bing does not appear m the Information Office, ( 202) OX7official statistics
28i

, lro.~ing Out _Ro11:ghEdg~s
0

~ers

You're Damn, Foolish Journalists

Tite Human
Cost of the War

whohavehad
IIThose
achancebr fouryears
peace
andcouldnot~
shouldnot begiven
chance:I
another

l

Statement

by

Dr. Joseph F.
Kauffman
I have, today, announced to
the Board of Regents for
Education, my resignation as
of Rhode Island
President
College, effective January 8,
1973. At that time I will assume
an appointment as Professor of
Administration
Educational
( Colleges and Universities' at
the University of WisconsinMadison.
My years as President of
Rhode Island College since 1968
many
me
given
have
satisfactions. The College now
serves a student body more
than 60% larger -than when I
came here and many new
programs
community-oriented
have been launched. I believe
that what I haci to offer the
College has been contributed.
As I told the Board of
for
my reasons
Regents,
are
this decision
reaching
varied and, essentially, personal. Certainly the changing
role of. the President in the
evolving system of governing
Rhode Island public higher
education is one of the factors.
I also seek to utilize my experience more fully than I can
here.
This 1s my fifth year as a
college president, and my 20th
I
year as a, administrator.
believe that at this stage I can
make the greatest use of my
abilities by devoting myself to
Cont'd. on Pg. 5, Col. 4

Mr.
Mancini on your ass.
Mancini "fs a Republican, or so
he says. I presume that Mr.
Andrew is a Democrat. Always
remember, though, Democrat
you should
or Republican,
NEVER trust a politician. The
process of gaining office is a
process that requires selling
out your friends, just as Mr.
Andrew sold you out. Don't
blame him, kiddos, blame
yourselves.
David M. Bowers
Non-Matriculating
Graduate student

editors

response:

Editor's response: In keeping
with the incisive lesson Mr. Bowers
taught us. we would like to correct
some errors of fact in his letter and
let the matter be laid to rest.
Sal Mancini is not a Republican
rather; he is the head of the No.
Providence Democratic Party.
The letter Mr. Bowers refers to
was written by S. Thomas
and a
a lawyer
Cotroneo,
Republican for twenty years. Paul
Andrew is not a Den, ,crat, out the
Republican candidate for School
Committee.
Mr. Andrew was the subject of
an int< ·view. An interview is not a
"news" story. An interviewer asks
his subject questions and transcribes his answers. Mr. Andrew
made the erroneous statements
and was quoted--for the correct
answers to be inserted in the
record as Andrew's words would
be dishonest. However, the important aspect of this matter is that
Mr. Andrew is a public figure who
is quotable.
As for :\1r. Bowers' contention
that Andrew should not have been
permitted to see the advance copy,
we can only answer that we were
"rron, rn
h
attempting to a\OI
o urred
fact trat regrt l.l
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America, Rough Edges

(Cont. from Pg.

3)

Boycott

Lettuce

are
the words of hope for farm
workers across the country
and especially the thousands- of
California and Arizona lettuce
workers. Without a union, their
lives are a constant struggle to
survive; with the whole family
working, they still make less
than they would on welfare.
Poor medical care, poor
dangerous
and
housing
working conditions contribute
to a life expectancy <>fonly 49
years. They never know if they
will be able to find work or
when they will be replaced by
someone younger, faster and
willing to work for less.
Union contracts mean higher
wages, a seniority system for
job secµrity, a health plan,
toilets in the fields, vacations
and holidays with pay, overtime pay and protection from ·
Shriver (Cont. from Pg. n dangerous
pesticides.
Shriver further stated that
Unfortunately, the fact that a
under the· McGovern Admajority of workers want the
the bases in
ministration,
union and are willing to work
Davisville and Newport would for it is no guarantee that they
remain open, as would the
will be able to get a contract
Naval War College, Fleet
grower. ImOffice signed with the
Center,
Training
migration officials illegally
Training Center, Underwater
allow workers from Mexico to
Center and the break Farm Worker strikes.
Training
Destroyer School.
Local judges respond very
to grower pressure to
easily
the
that
charges
"False
PeH. (Cont. from Pg. 1)
Newport Base would lose its hand out injunctions to stop
senatorial camp_aign was not ships, involving severe em- strikes and even boycotts.
between
the comparison
The grape workers didn't
ployment cut backs, are based
himself and Senator McGovern on the ludicrous assumption win contracts with the growers
but between himself and Mr. that ALL naval cuts under the until a nationwide consumer
Chafee. "Right now, the voters McGovern defense budget grape boycott forced the
are a bit handicapped. They would come in Newport while growers to the negotiating
know ho.w I have voted. But other naval bases on the East table.
during most of the past four Coast would not undergo
The lettuce workers have
years, my opponent, as part of cuts."
where they
demonstrated
adRepublican
the
Mr. Shriver said that "the stand with a month-long strike
ministration, remained quite major issue for Rhode Island is by 7,000 workers - according
understandably silent on most whether an Administration has to the L. A. Times, the largest
of the issues. I assume that
farm labor strike in history.
any plans to help communities
restraint of loyalty is now through transition periods.
But that ~trike stopped in Sept.
removed, and my opponent is The
ad- 1970 before they could get
Nixon-Chafee
free to tell the people what his ministration clearly does not contracts signed. Now the
positions on the major issues of and the people of Rhode Island lettuce workers are depending
the past four years was and are suffering now because of on all of us not to eat or buy
is.".
iceberg lettuce.
this failm ;."

Ah,. all rise. Arid all the
of the General·
members
Assembly rise from their seats
as the foetus from Whit~r
ascends the podium to address
the world in a major policy
statement.
"Throughout the world, as
you all know, mankind has
attempted to live with the
problem of problems. And
throughout the history of
the
government,
modern
principal tool of reconciliation
has been the Commission. In
these troubled times, even so
sacred and time-honored a
tradition as the Commission
has come under attack from
within. There are forces which
would attempt to tear down by
breaking apart the servant of
· the powerful and the mighty.
There have been some critics
of the present Administration
who have said, 'Why appoint
commissionsifyoudon'tplanto
pay any attention to them
anyway?" To these cynics I
say that when we are given the.
choice between what is right
and what is right and I agree
with, the choice will become
.
clear.
"Until then, we must arm
ourselves with vigilence, and

face the future with honor,
knowing that in America, you
usually get a second chance."
"Tonight, I am pleased to
announce the formation of a
Presidential Commission on
Commission
Presidential
Unrest to be headed by Bud
Wilkinson. As I speak to you
tonight, the Commission has
begun its mission .... "
Mr. Nixon then put a paper
bag over his head and was led
through the crowd of cheeri!lg
delegates. Howard K. Smith
said, "The Presiden~ never
ceases to amaze and impress
me." Eileen Frederickson
said, "Only time and history
can measure the significance
of this address." .
As it turned out, it was about
six and one half feet.
•

BOYCOTT LETTUCE

Librarg

The

Route7
Douglas Pike
Smithfield, Rhode Island

Invites

Cordially

All RIC Students
to our

OPENING

G.RAND

October

Thursday,

19, 1972

Sounds by: EXPLOSION
Free Admission
Half Priee
All Drinks
From 7 - 9 p.m.

Proper Dress Required

RIC to Participate

in Pilot Program

Dr. Leo Miller announced dergraduate section of the
that Rhode Island College program. Students in Social
students in social work would Work 324, "Human Behavior in
participate in an innovative a Social Environ111ent," ofprogram on child growth and fered for the first time this
by semester, will use the teaching
initiated
development
Harvard School of Public materials prepared by the
Health and funded by the Harvard School and evaluate
Health,
of
Department
for efmaterials
these
Education and Welfare. The fectiveness. Effectiveness will
Harvard program is under the be gauged by pre-testing and
of Dr. Isabelle
direction
participating
post-testing
Valadian and is aimed towards students and noting -the difthe development of a system of ferential
in absorbed instudy of the formation.
programmed
The materials
biological, psychological and appear outwardly elementary,
social aspects of child growth but closer examinatio_n by one
and behavior.
student caused her to remark
Rhode Island College was that there seemed to be more
invited to participate as the material than in any statistics
testing medium for the un- or psychology courses. Dr.
Miller described the course as
A consumer boycott takes "a valuable learning exlots of people power. To find perience."
out more about the Farm
Workers' struggle and how you
SERVICE OF
ECUMENICAL
can help, come to hear Anne
will be
HOLY COMMUNION
Sliney, full time organizer for
held every Wednesday at 12: 05
in Room 306of the Student Union
the United Farm Workers on
Oct. 27, at 12: 00 in Craig Lee. beginning October 18th.
152. BOYCOTT LETTUCE!
iUIS ISTH€AGEOF'
A~tUS, MV SoN. W( MUST"
LtA~ TO LoVE.0 ~ 6 AN011-fiR~Si o.JE 'llrHATt>rDvou
Do WrrHMV W"LLiT
Ii
"FfERYOVTooK

,-..NOTHtR ,AND 0Vlll) ON 11.X>RLC)
~ARMot-JY, ~ACE.,ANDLOV€.
"NY QV~STIONS ?.
,..

OCJTO'F ?MV ~CUT

.
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RIC Theatre Presents Caharet
Also in the Rhode Island
College cast are actors, Joseph
Maure, Ann McKinnon, Ralph
John Hicks,
Mastrangelo,
Kirk
Donna Parascandolo,
House, and singers, Dorothy
DiChiara, Rosemary Keough,
Paula Barby, Denise Lambert,
Jeri Perlingieri, Bobby Ray,
David Baccari, Michael Cote,
Ronald Depot, Edward Cunningham, George Wall, Olivia
McGregor, Diane Postoian and
Doris Sullivan. Dancers inCarroll,
clude Esther-Lee
Colleen
Cooke,
Heading the local cast are Jennifer
Kris Hartman,
Anthony Alfono in the emcee Farrissey,
role, Diane Warren and Brian Carol Preziesi, Paula ReRita,
O'Neil as the young lovers and Paula Rocha, Bill Carberry,
Sylvan Vaicaitis, Frank McShc\ryn DiBiasio and Bert
Dowell and Douglas Woulfe.
as middle-aged
Silverberg
lovers who were largely cut Players in the Girl Band are
Mary Cabral, Lynn Anne
from the film. Lotte Lenya,
famous German actress and Evans, Ingrid Mattson and
widow of the composer, Kurt Noreen Souve. Stage managers
Weill, and Jack Gilford played are Tom Goode and Cheryl
these roles in New York. The
Ottaviano.
The faculty staff includes
break-up of their romance
parallels the desertion by the Joseph Graham, director John
German people of the Jews Custer, scene designer and
Barbara Matheson, costumer.
when Hitler took over.

College
Island
Rhode
Theatre will present its first
in two years,
musical
CABARET, in Roberts Hall on
November 2, 3, 4, This smashhit played on Broadway from
Nov. 20, 1966to Sept. 6, 1969 a
total of 1166 performances. A
road company played from 1967
well into 1970 and the recent
film version starring Liza
the
Minnelli is probably
musical success of the year.

Collef(iate

Costume

COLLEGIATE COSTUME
AND SCENE DESIGN: 1972
is a selective exhibit of designs
submitted to the 1972 annual
Design
Intercollegiate
Competition for costume and
scenery. The competition is
held each year at Southern
Illinois University. Student
designers, graduate and undergraduate, are invited to
submit scene and/or costume
designs for a play produced or
planned for production or
assigned as a class project.
Juries for the Competition
such
included
have
professional
distinguished
artists and scenic designers
as: Jo Mielziner, Donald
David Hayes,
Oenslager,
Mordecai
Bay,
Howard
Gorelick, Eld0n, Elder, Gene
Harp,
William
Callahan,
Theoni Aldridge, Oliver Smith,
and Ming Cho Lee.
of
Under the auspices
Southern Illinois University
and the Art Museums and
of the
Project
Theatre
The School of Management of
University,
Syracuse
Syracuse, N.Y. will be inapinterested
terviewing
plicants for the Masters in
Business Administration and
M.S. in Accounting Program ·
on Tuesday, October 24, 1972
from 2 - 5 p.m.
information
further
For
inquire at the Placement
office on campus.

NOTICE
Jobs Are Available... !
For FREE information
on student assistance and
placement program send
self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell,
MT 59901

TRUCKING
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It

The musical won the New is free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin
York Drama Critics Circle board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
Award and the Antoinette
you a drivE:_ror rider? 2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are
Perry Award for being the best you going? 4) Are you willing to share expenses? 5) Who are you and
musical of the 1966-67season. ·where can you be reached? Notices will be run for two weeks only unless
a large
Joel Grey was voted best renewed. Again, the service is free and will allow you to reachRIC.
The
from
forth
and
back
commuting
to
limited
not
is
and
audience
musical
supporting actor in a
of the service rests with the
operation
smooth
the
for
responsibility
and was the only member of
participants and not with the Anchor.
the original cast to repeat his
role in the film version.
Leaving Barrington for RIC
DRIVERS
Leaving Warwick ( Hoxsie 4 Mon., Tues., Wed. for 9 a.m.,
corners area) for RIC, will Thurs. for 11 a.m. Willing to
NAMED DESIRE, AIDA and discuss morning times. Can leave earlier and share exMADAME BUTTERFLY.
take a maximum of 3 people. penses. Call Mary at 246-0762.
The exhibit is brought to Call Celia at 739-7528or see her
*****
Rhode Island College under in the Anchor office.
Departthe
the sponsorship of
Leaving RIC for Barrington,
*****
ment of Speech and Theatre.
Leaving Centreda1e area for Mon. at 3 p.m., Wed. at noon
RIC, will discuss morning and Thurs. at 1 p.m. Willing to
times. Maximum of 3 people. share expenses. Call Mary at
Call Karen at 2::·_-5680 or 246-0762.
*****
contact thru Chaplain's office.
Leaving Branch Ave., Silver
*****
Leaving Barrington for RIC, Spring for RIC Mon. thru
8 a.m. weekdays. Seeks car- Thurs. for 8 a.m., Fri. at 8 a.m.
pool setup of alternating cars Willing to share expenses. Call
drivers. Can leave an hour Okhi at 272-9515after 7 p.m.
and
The second film in the
Will leave
of the earlier if necessary.
Sunday Schedule
*****
at 5 p.m.,
Wed.
and
Mon.
RIC
Distinguished Films Series Leaving RIC for Branch
4 p.m. and
at
Thurs.
and
Tues.
Cool Hand Luke - will be
Ave. at 6 p.m. weekdays.
Fri. at noon. Tues., Thurs.,
shown on Sunday, October22 at
and Fri., times can be ex- Willing to share expenses. Call
8 p.m. in Gaige Auditorium.
tended. Call John at 246-0545. Okhi at 272-9515after 7 p.m.
Admission is 50¢.
*****
Time
by
Described
*****
Leaving the East Side for
Leaving RIC for the East
Magazine as "a picture of
chilling dramatic power," Cool Side after 6: 30 p.m. classes on RIC to arrive at 8 a.m. daily
Mon., Tues. and Wed. Call Will starting Oct. 16th. Will share
Hand Luke - like its most
Barbara
Call
expenses.
a
Am
at 331-0008or ext. 471.
celebrated predecessor, I
Higginbotham at 351-2119 or
Fugitive from a Chain Gang
RIDERS
campus extension 285.
the
(1932) - dramatizes
Leaving Thayer St. ' near
by
man
simple
a
of
destruction
*****
Grad center for RIC to arrive
a so-called house of correction.
RIC for the East
Leaving
and
Wed.
on
classes
a.m.
For his performance in this for 8
around 4 p.m.
daily
Side
Will share expenses.
close study of conditions in a Thurs.
16th. Call BarOct.
starting
at 751-1562.
Southern prison, Paul Newman Call Jane
bara Higgmbotham at 351-2119
earned an Academy Award
or campus ext. 285.
*****
nomination as Best Actor of
Leaving RIC for Atwells
*****
1967. Under Stuart Rosen- Ave. Mon. at 4 p.m., Wed. at 2
RIC for CumLeaving
Lcrg's able direction, George p.m., Fri. at noon. Will share
at 6: 30 p.m. Will.
Wed.
berland,
Kennedy won the Academy expenses. Call Jane at 751share expenses. Call Allen at
Award as Best Actor in a 1562.
762-2327.
Supporting Role.

and Scene Design

Theatre
American
Association, exhibitions .of the
best designs entered in the
Competitions have been circulating for two-year tours of
university
and
college
theatre
and
museums
departments. The work of the
best students is thus brought to
the attention of their contemporaries throughout the
country.
The exhibit includes 33
costume and scene designs.
Among the plays represented
are THREEPENNY OPERA,
WHO'S HAPPY NOW, OF
MEN,
AND
MICE
ORCHARD·,
CHERRY
MEASURE FOR MEASURE,
MERCHANT OF VENICE,
TOSCA, ONCE UPON A
STREETCAR
MATTRESS,

O'Neill Plays
at

The story of the show is
unusually strong for a musical,
depicting two bitter-sweet
romances which flower and die
in the permissive Berlin of 1930
on the eve of the Nazi takeover. Christopher Isherwood
BERL IN
THE
wrote
STORIES; John Van Druten
wrote the play, I AM A
CAMERA, based on them and .,,
Joe Masterhoff adapted these
for the stage with Fred Ebb
composing the score and John
Kander the lyrics. This latter
duo also did the songs ·for
RED
THE
FLORA,
ZORBA.
and
MENACE
was the
Prince
Harold
producer-director.

R.W.

. The coming productions of
the Roger Williams College
is
Theatre
Coffeehouse
WAITING FOR THE BUS, by
Friday,
Ramon Delgado,
October 20.
This one-act play Vvill be
staged at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. in
Room 37, Classroom Building,
Bristol campus. Included in the
50¢ admission charge are
coffee and dessert. The public
is cordially invited to attend.

"Cool Hand
Luke"

·* * * * *

&ETS ONE 0~ THESE... AHD WHEN Mlt NIK.~N
. .. NOWEttt.RYtJ()l)Y
GETS OP T~ sPEAI< WE If LL
STAND UP AND CLAPANO CHEER...

"'

•buck

SUNDAY~

0ff'.

&
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
WEDDING RINGS. 3,000 ring
selections in all styles at 50%
discount to students, staff, and
faculty. Buy direct from leading
and SAVE! 1/2
manufacturer
carat $179, 3/4 carat only $299. For
free color folder write: Box 42,
Fanwood, N. J. 07023

For Each
Adult Member
of Your Party

PITCHERS OF BEER
OR

GOBLETS OF WINE
ALL YOU CAN DRINK
plus

E

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE
plus

A BONELESS
STEAK
SIRLOIN

- NO 9J¥MICKS -

CLASSIFIED AD

THRU
THURSDAY

~i1r
AD
FOR

$295
~-

ONLY

DINNER

Ltd.
EMERSONS,
unlimited

steak

dinners

194C Pawtucket

Ave

(Formerly Sulllvans Steak House)

E. Providence,

434-6660

R.I.

COFFEEOR TEA
COMPLIMENTARY
I
WHATDOYOUWEAR?ANYTHING

E
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Convention

Interview'

And he doesn't give a damn if
it's Communist, coalition, or
whatever. He wants the civil
war to end and for us not to be a
part of that. Then, we must
refurbish the country which we
have destroyed and which will
be, - at that point, a unified
nation. Richard Nixon feels
that he will not support a
coalition government made up
and nonof Communists
Communists. At this point, he
is following through with the
whole Domino theory, long
since discredited.
ANCHOR: What was the
reaction of the delegates on the
floor to what seemed to be Sen.
McGovern's vacillation on the
of leaving residual
matter
forces for the "protection" of
the POW's.
It's hard to
STEGMAIER:
be concerned with minutiae of
a program when you've gone
through a number of primaries.
with a person, you've heard
him over and over, you've read
his positions, you've heard his
you've advocated
speeches,
him, you've gone door to door
to hundreds of homes, because
you know that he feels the
same way that you do about the
of the Vietnam
immorality
war. You have a chance after
four years of working to gain
the
of
nomination
the
party for the
Democratic
President of the U. S. and this
is more important than what a
bunch of telecasters are saying
about what's going on outside
the Convention over at the
Doral Hotel in a group where
most of the people don't even
care what McGovern has to
say. What I'm trying to say is
that at that point we were more
concerned with what was going
on at the floor of the Conout
They passed
vention.
of statements
thousands
clarifying what his positions
were. But I knew that he was

Part II,

(Cont. from P;.

going to have to say this. I
knew that he had to do
the
to provide
something
American people, who are still
in favor of an
basically
in Invictory
American
with some condochina,
solation, some scheme which
they would approve of. And
this was it; to leave some
military presence. To back off
to
from our commitment
Vietnam which is extremely
unpopular, and give the North
Vietnamese a chance; after
all, we've slaughtered them.
To give them a chance to say,
"O.K. Here are your two
thousand, now let us rebuild
our country." We knew there
was going to be a fight after the
The American
convention.
people are still extremely
about our leaving
uptight
Vietnam without bringing it to
a clear end, like finishing them
off or something. So we had to
a void the term "surrender".
And surrender is something
that no one can cope with very
easily. Surrender is not what is
going to be done there, since
we are leaving with more
energies than we have used,
and the capacity to totally
slaughter every man, woman
and child in Indochina, of
course, still exists. We could do
it all in a genocidal last pitch.
but,
So it isn't surrender
off ten
backing
rather,
We had to
years too late.
easy for the
make this as
American people as possible.
Many of the other proposals
that were offered on the floor
and in caucus before the
were
started
Convention
controversial. We had to use
rational language; we had to
use basic American values of
security and strength and the
primary position to even have
a chance to have them listened
to. What happened after the
the
that
is
Convention

1)

American people were willing
to listen, that is, before the
Eagleton mess.
ANCHOR: What do you see
for the future:
I think
STEGMAIER:
George McGovern is going to
win. Richard Nixon is getting
worried right now over what is
happening. There are a million
new voters in California alone.
wants
Nixon
Richard
California. He wants it more
than any other state in the
.
entire country.
ANCHOR: I can understand
why.
STEGMAIER: "Sure you
he lost the
can. Because
gubernatorial race in 1962. We
are gaining strength in all of
the Northern industrial states.
We don't have a prayer in any
of the Southern states. The
Gallup Poll includes the 80% of
the South which is for Nixon. I
the Electoral
that
think
College is going to win the
election for us. And Rhode
Island, interestingly enough, is
important. We are spending
approximately as much in R.I.
as we are in states that have
populations of, say, six times
that of R.I. This is because R.I.
is an important state, whereas,
Indiana is not. I just think that
has an
George McGovern
opportunity in the next five
weeks to put across what the
real issues are. Richard Nixon
has not done anything which
would overtly harm the U.S.
We have been able to cope with
all that he had been ableto do
or not do. We have survived the
But the
first four years.
question is: how much worse
off will we be after the next
four years if we do the sa .•1e
things, which is absolutely
nothing, to work on the things
which are really important.
Things like working in the
inner cities, providing good
every
for
care
heal th

Following is the ballot as it will appear for the election of tt)e class of 1974
which will be held on Friday, October 20, 1972, from 10: 00 a.m. to 2: 00 p.m. in
front of the Student Union Information Desk.

RHODE ISLAND
Student

Community

COLLEGE

(

) RAYMOND GALLISON
15 Orchard Street
North Providence, Rhode Island

.BALLOT
.11111/4"
,, 'I 111//111

VICE-PRESIDENT:

(

) ROBERT PERETTI
172 Unit Street
Providence, Rhode Island
TAILLON
WILLIAM
66 c·ircledale Drive
Cumberland, Rhode Island

He has written for popular
periodicals and authored three
teen age books and has served
as an editorial consultant for
Simon and Schuster. Also he
has been a lecturer for the
Information
United States
Service in India, Pakistan and
Turkey, and he has been a

Ben J. Wattenberg

Goebbels

on "Bloodbaths"

1945, Nazi
In
( AFS)
chief Goebbels
propaganda
gave this rationale for continued German participation ir..
the war: "If the German
people lay down their arms the
and
of Eastern
people
Southeastern Europe, together
with the Reich, would come
occupation.
under Russian
Behind the Iron Curtain, mass
butcheries of people would
"
begin .....
and·
Kissinger
learned
have
techniques

about
scream
well-they
that
massacre.s
communist
never happened and predict
if the
future "bloodbaths"
North Vietnamese take over.
see T·om
( For the facts,
Wicker's expose in the New
York Times (Oct.12, 1970) and
the new ornell University study
Porter.)
Gareth
by D.
Meanwhile the Vietnamese are
being slaughtered daily by U.
S. bombs. And if the bombing
of the dikes produces massive
floods, Tricky Dick's teams
will make Adolph's c1ew look
like a bunch of amateurs.

( Con't. from. Pg. 2, Col. 5

) JOSEPH ALBANESE
Adlaine Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island
NORMAND BOUL. EY
Administrative

Assistant

( Ballot is invalid without signature above)
( Signature affixed before balloting is begun)

,J

Mr. Wattenberg, an aide and
for former
speech write.
president Lyndon B. Johnson,
has been a writer, editor,
publisher and co"'sultant. He is
co-author with Richard M.
of the highly
Scammon
book, The Real
regarded
Majority. An examination of
elecAmerican presidential
tions of the recent past and the
near future, the book has
attenreceived considerable
tion. He also was author with
an
Mr.ScammonofThisU.S.A.,
interpretive report based on
the 1960 census.

to the Dahiel
consultant
an
Company,
Yankelovirh
firm
research
attitudinal
which conducts political polls.
Mr. Wattenberg earned his
BA in English from Hobart
New
in Geneva,
College
he is an
York. Currently,
associate of the consulting firm
of Busby and Wattenberg in
Washington, D.C.

Statement

) SHEL IA GARB EC Kl
143 Aurora Drive
Warwick, Rhode Island

TREASURER:

{

LBJ Aide to Speak-

The Rhode Island College
Political Science Department
will sponsor an appearance at
RIC on October 25 by noted
political writer and analyst
Ben J. Wattenberg. The lectu:e will be at 8 p.m. in Gaige
on the
H':lll Auditorium
campus.

Nixon,
Company
Goebbels'

SECRETARY:

{

Former

totally irrational or whether
we are going to move in a new
direction, one of peace. We
start, out with a basic understanding that we can get
along with others, no matter
how different they may be
from ourselves. This is what
George McGovern stands for.
And this is what the United
States is suppose to stand for
George
I believe
also.
McGovern really does go back
all the way in this sense; that
he is a REAL conservative
because he goes all the way
b,H·i< to the founding fathers.
He .. t~ows what this country
can be. I think that he will work
with us to create what this
country should be.

Government

CLASS OF 1974
PRESIDENT:

American from birth till death.
By providing jobs tha\ are
meaningful especially in the
Creating
sense.
national
and
hospit:;ils,
housing,
schools. Dealing with science
in a constructive way. I just
think it's a fantastic kind of
effort that was put into those
primaries that caused George
McGovern to be the nominee.
We have a great challenge
ahead of us. It's a ki· d of
on whether we
referendum
want to continue in the ways
we have been going: avoiding
our old people, avoiding the
the Third
cities, avoiding
World. Continuing to build up
arms upon arms until we have
a destructive power that is

teaching, research and writing
in the field of higher education.
Given the enormous expansion
of the higher education enterprise in our country and the
gravity of the problems facing
in the years ahead, I know of no
more worthwhile activity for
m1: than helping to educate
future · college and university
::idminis tr a tors.

ltrn1
Som1wh1r1?

<see page 4.1
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Storaska
Speaks on
Rape

FRIDAY NIGHT
AT STEAK&BREW

an
with
along
"Going
until you see a
assailant
chance to safely react," is
what Mr. Frederic Storaska
o~
authority
self-defined
assaults on women, advocated
to his audience at Gaige Hall
last Thursday night.
weapons,
He said that
and
struggling
screaming,
mace are not safe reactions
because they don't work all the
time. "When you react in one
of these ways, you've initiated
violence and you've committed
your Qeha vior." Mace and tear
gas depend on the wind and
whether or not the assailant
stands still long enough. Life
studies on muggers shows that
the other methods stimulate
the urge to kill. He also said
that most people do not want to
spend the time studying the
martial arts such as Karate
and Judo because they are too
busy.
during the
His delivery
course of his two and one half
hour speech was rapid fire,
specific and blunt but mostly
humorous.
"If you don't know what to
then try
do, do nothing
the
something imaginative,"
speaker said. Throughout his
speech, he retold incidents of
women whose "something
from
ranged
imaginative
vomiting to acting like a
werewolf
Mr Stol'aska ·has established
a national clearing house and
research center in New York.
Its prime purpose is to provide
24-hour telephone service to
women who wish to discuss a
rape or assault without fear of
social ostracism. This number
is (212-371-3664.

Analysis

It's the place to be together.
All the salad you can make plus a Boneless Sirloin Steak.
All for just $4.85 12 oz $5.75; 6 oz.
Other items from $1.25. Plus all the draught beer
or red wine you can drink.
Monday & Tuesday are Party Nights at Steak & Brew.
Monday: Our regular $4.85 12 oz. Boneless Sirloin is $3.75.
Tuesday: All you pay for our regular $4.95 Roast Prime Ribs is $3.75.
Monday/Tuesdayspecial oiler not valid on holidays

Steak&Brew
1195 Douglas A venue
Brauch Ave. Exit off Routes 95 or 146.

gorl'
Are yoo raally
gonna Pind a
~t'l..lsea//

tn1s bod~,
Gort'?

Prett!:j much!
1 can use
the ear hairs
.Por.brushes ...
U5eSOl11e~S

furtallow
&salad oils ...

...then I can take
the
ex.tracts .Pr0t11
gla11ds & orga11slike the pituitary,
pancreas, ti'1!:Jroid
and liver-~or
pharmaceuticals r
/

9eah ?rWell thet"e's
one part you
can't use as a
by-product:

the bladder.'

Wrong!

What'II
~oudo
with
the
bladder?f

In-Plated
with water,
it'll make a
swingin'

waterbed.'

Anon.

Palo Alto, Calif. ( AFS)
The Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
hr~ decided to allow a private
laboratory in
pharmaceutical
Palo Alto, Calif. to provide
chemical analysis of illegal
street d1·ugs to anyone who
wants it, without demanding
the cus~mers' names.
Six months ago, however, it
was the Bureau of Narcotics
same
the
forced
which
operation to clo5e. But the
that
feels
now
Bureau
anonymous analysis of drugs
will show potential users how
polluted and dangerous most
street drugs are.
Laboratories,
Pharmchem
the Palo Alto firm, calls its
"Analysis
service
Anonymous." They accept any
the
assign
sample,
drug
inquirer a numlc"', and charge
a fee of ten dollars. Three days
later, the customer may call
the lab, give his number, and
of th<!
receive the result
analysis. Although Dr. Larry
of
Goldman, Vice-President
Pharmchem, admits that the
ten dollar fee is a high price for
the individual user, he contends that th~ service can be
well worth the money.
"If you have several capsules which you bought for only
two dollars each and you
thought it was mescalin,"
Goldmar, suggests, "it would
still be v;orth ten bucks tr, Iind
becaus<: 11':-.
out the truth
certainly not mescalin frir tw,,
dollars."
('on't. on l'g.

!1,

< 11I.~,·

◄
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AESTHETICS
On Seeking

the Creative

by James W. Dawson

At one and the same time, I am Everyman and Anyman.
Seeking profundity in a flawed mind that intermittently glimpses
the fleeting figure of speech-a stranger strangely appareled,
one not common to the ordinary circle of drab work clothes and
synthectic put-ons.
The visitor comes uncalled for. My entreaties for a long
sojourn fall on deaf ears as he slips away, back to some nook in
my mind. I summon but °je wisely refrains.
I try to live without hi i but my feeble attempts fall far short.
Pretension sets in like so.ne crippling infirmity, a senility that
knows no age.
I play devious games with he shadow, knowing he lurks just
around the corner.
I disregard him, willfully forget about him, put always await
his next return.
My Mr. Hyde, he has no regard for my wh im's.
( N.B. The author has taken the liberty to refer to the Muse in
masculine terms. Men's Lib, you know.)
0

Propinquity

"SEX"

Muse

by John C accione
Only to increase and multiply, were the plans of the Lord above;
The animal world to provide food, with their fruits of love.

*••

adds
the Spice of Emotion

-

to Love-

Sex is natures anodyne, for our affluent killer-society;
not asplanned by the all encompassing omnipotent deity.

Distance

Also a war-time necessity on the worlds front-line and home;
now it must be red-light"districts from New York to Nome.

is irrelevent
to Lovers

Sex-rated movies, Kinsey polls, brought pregnancy and abortion;
open obscenity condoned by courts and press, now bug our nation.

who pick up

***
Started with free love and built up to wide spread pornography;
now they try to tell us it's the new national morality.
* "'"'
Anything goes in books, movies, shows and also tee-vee;
for how else can a nation grow up to sophisticated promiscuity.
Sex aplenty, liquor, drugs, circuses and a lot of bread;
make palatable, like to the Romans, our crippled and our dead.

the beat
of a
Pulsating Universe.
Joe Ponto

* "' "'
The Homans and the Greeks revelled in orgies and begorrah;
they did it in ancient Sabine, Sodom and Gommorrah.
A war-time society, breaking up every home and family;
gals and wives forgotten or traded into open degeneracy.

"'* *
When home-lift> is broken. all restraints go down the drain;
with youth going on a binge, showing its digust and disdain.
wars;
unrestrained
The Supreme (' ourt opted for unconstitutional
and the spreading of sex. in classroom and unrestricted stores.
"'

>I< >I<

Killing for frt>edom, has always been a recognized natural must;
th(" payments for this must satisfy mankind's insatiable lust.
>I< "' "'

:\ow freedom to kill the unborn, has been made legally O.K.;
for th(' jungle society that we have been made into today.

Reflections
by James W. Dawson

Old age,

a spent match
Blackened
Bent forward
Crushed by the light
it once supported.
A cigarette is Iit
_enkindling a hope.
- It burns with the ardor of youth.
On and on
like some majestic furnace in miniature
Slowly, irrevocably, until ash,
Then, flicked like reminiscence
to a scattering wind.

And what is left, th~n,
but to light another
New, imperially slim,
straight and proud
-Not knowing of its destiny.

"'"'"'

To keep both our minds and our eyes off of the deadly ball:
distracting fun and fear must be provided aplenty for all.
***
Axis
Tht,;; is the l\ew Deal promised by thf' Roosevelt-Libera
that gave us plenty of welfare, warfare. sex. drugs and taxes.

Note: this above submission was_sent to us by a gentleman from
Brooklyn who apparently has a wide-spread mailing list. We thought it
was interesting in its own way, if not in its incongruity.

Fiction

by Bob Mayoh

In The Pit
by Boh l\layoh

'Much of what happened in our
and
house was interesting
amusing, but at times I felt
weighed down by a sadness
impossible to overcome. It was
as though I had been filled up·
with something very heavy and
for a long time I lived at the
bottom of a deep and dark pit,
without sight or hearing, or
any kind of feeling, blind and
half-dead . .. '
'My Childhood')
( Gorky-

All through his young life
his two
Michael watched
parents fight. -They fought
some repeatedly year after year,
befell
my eye(s)
by Ted Kowal
After gawking at the enor- loathsome dredge dragging his often for the most inane
mous selection of shoes in the heels in such a way that they reasons, their combative bile,
store window for nigh unto wore on one side. I im- ahays in good supply, ready to
three hours and forty-seven mediately would fall upori my take offense at the smallest bit
or
real
minutes. I decided that I would knees a'nd pray to the Almighty of provocation,
fought
They
buy a certain pair of boots that Shoe to forgive him, for he or imagined.
knows not.
even
sa vag~ly,
fiercely,
experienced
my
caught
I had finally shamelessly, often willing to
Leastways,
eye( s). For three ,days now, I
most employ anything they could get
the
upon
decided
had been studying passersby
and their apparel. I enjoyed gorgeous pair of steel-toed hold of, be it a chair 9r even a
myseH tremendously during work boots with braided purple child, to aid their fiercely
the thirty-six hours and 22 ribbons with which to lace fought struggles. Whenever
the they were together, mommy
telling
Upon
them.
minutes I spent laboriously
studyingthe patterns of wear salesperson as to what I had and daddy, there was tension,
~.certain types of footwear. In 9-ecided upon he requested that like ·an evil spirit, creeping
fact, the only elem~nt that ff.remove one of !DYshoes so as about. Their children, already
made my retreat a bit un- to insure a perfect. fit. I was, forced to witness so much,
mn_fortable was the two nights slightly embrassed upon doing wer~ always wary in their
•offrost. However, my soul was so, due to the fact that I had not presence, always afraid of the
kept warm during these nights bathed and perfumed my feet next battle that would dash to
dae to my tireless- con- in the p,;oper manner since the pieces the last patchwork
of the Divine Shoe. beginning of my retreat. Upon truce. In the stalemate of his
=tim
,.,,. mortified whenever
parent's pathetic marriage,
. Cont. op Pg. 9

The Seventh Seal

these periodic battles were a
respite from the monotony of
their loveless life, a sustaining
force that took them from one
day to the next, from one battle
of broken crockery and coarse
rejoiners to another. That they
loved their children there is no
question - loved them even as
they made them cry, and long
for peace, the but once-had
bliss of childhood, al ways
denied.
His parents and his home
emperpetual
forced
barrassment on him; to think
of any of his friends actually
fight
his parents
hearing
him unparalleled
brought
mortification. On one occasion,
a summer evening, he heard
angry voices floating through
the calm evening air to where
he and his neighborhood
friends stood, engaged in a
baseball.
game of street
General attention was soon
caught by the developing
struggle from inside his house
while he stood with beating
heart, pretending desperately
not to hear, and hoping, even
praying, that no one else would
either. But it was impossible
not to with all the windows
open. He prayed· the noise
would die down, the battle
fizzle out; instead it grew
worse with every passing
minute. Then he was asketl by
some older jokster who he
thought would win~It brought a

"While Queens
and Knaves"
by Robert Tremblay

Jacks are the knaves
Inside the caves
Which do flounder
In the corner.
The Queens and Kings
Just do their things
With emotions
Situations.
Yet ·.vhat of man
Who thinks he can
Become as one
With everyone?
Turn round about
f\nd jump and shout
So all may hear
Of your g·ood cheer
No matter how
You see me now
You know I sing
In everything.
While Queens and Kings
Just do their things
With emotions
Situations
robert d. tremblay
laugh though no relief to the
shouting and slamming of
doors still going on. He could
not have been more than
eleven at the time.
Two summers later an incident occurred he would never
forget. His father had been
weeks,
home for several
_recuperating from a recent
ulcer operation, and friction
between he and his wife, due
certainly to his grumpy convalescent condition, had increased day by day. Both knew
':'

Cont. on Pg. 9
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"The Cage," an explosive
survival drama written inside
San Quentin by Rick Cluchey
who researched it during 12
years of imprisonment, will be
performed at Rhode Island
College in the RIC Fine Arts
Series on Sat., Nov. 11, 1972at
8: 15 p.m. Tickets may be
at Roberts Box
purchased
Office for $3.00 or RIC I.D. Box
Office opens Mon., Nov. 6.
The compelling 80 minute
one-act play is performed by
ex-convicts. both on parole and
off. and sets four characters in
motion around a toilet bowl,
acting out liturgical and legal
fantasies with often hilarious
hut ultimately lethal effect.
Although it describes the
horror and brutality of prison
life. the play is not primarily a
call for prison reform or a
protest against the injustices of
the American judicial system.
Instead, it is an intricate and
profound statement about the
mythic structures of society,
which we create and to which
we give obeisance, in order to
hide from the ugly truths about
ourselves. Of the desperate
need for revolutionary change,
"The Cage" is clear and
poignant testimony.

H

TO RECOMMEND

ARE INVITED

**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**

Longest Running
Drama
American

~

Author Cluchey and Ken
Whelan, his partner in the
Barbwire Theater that they
formed after being released
and which followed nine years
of active participation in the
San Quentin Drama Workshop,
consider the play a work in
changed
progress. It has
during three national tours
with the political climate of the
new
country. incorporating
to such major
referen1·es
national •ssues as Attica and
the :\lari11 County courthouse

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
*

ter

shootout Lhat brought Angela
111to international
nav1s
prommence.
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Removal

A possible moratorium could
bring the ''on again, off again"
highway billboard removal
program to a virtual halt
before the end of the year.
After holding several public
in various cities
hearings
tne U.S., the
throughout
on Highway
Com mission
Beautification, established in
1971 by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970, recently
issued an "interim report.''
Included in the Commission's
recommendations to Congress
is one which urges "that Stat.es
be allowed, and encourage, to
nonthose
first
remove
conforming billboards which
no traveler-service
have
and to defer
orientation
removal of non-conforming
signs giving directional information to motorists."
It is not unlikely that the U.
S. Congress will respond to the
recomCommission's
mendation by amending the
Highway Beautification Act of
1965 to impose a moratorium
on the removal of billboards
indirectional
providing
formation to the traveling
public. If that occurs - and the
Senate Public Works Committee has already reported
out a bill ( S.3939, Report No.
• 91-1001) containing, amongst
other things, a provision to
impose a moratorium until
December 31, HJ74- the White
House's painfully slow efforts

Program

Faces

Contemporary
"The Cage"
Whelan, who has acted the
·Jesus freak' role of Hatchett
in dominating the four walled
cage, explains its purpose this
way:
"We're trying to show the
consequences of cag-ing people
who have problems, to show
and
how this aggravates
magnifies problems. There are
no heroes .. ,
In plot and action. "The
Cage" is as earthy as anything
on or off-Broadway. In this
drama that
taut. relevant
touches on moral. religious and
social issues, where the thin
and
line between fantasy
reality is reminiscent of the
plays of Genet,
absurdist
Pinter, and Beckett, Hatchett
shouts "This is not a cell. Cells
represent life. Cages represent
death! Understood?"
reflecting
Allegorically
society as · a whole, "The
Cage" makes an intellectual,
abstract
t.t1d
dynamic,
statement of which the prison is
only a microcosr.:
Since being paroled 'for life'
in 1966 at age 33, C luchey has
to
himself
dedicated
developing creative outlets in
acting, music and literary
fields for former inmates.
Theater
Several Barbwire
alumni have since become film
actors and playwrights.
''The Cage" is the first
drama to be written and
new
by the
performed
professionals: men who know
what they're talking about
because they've been there and
lived it. The play has received
unanimous rave reviews and is
an excellent example of a
drama with a goal other than
pure art or entertainment. Its
specific purpose is to educate
and provoke. Indeed, it is more
successful at accomplishing
this goal than more traditional
its
is at reaching
drama
aesthetic ends.

Moratorium

to develop a credible bil!board from the federal,aid highways.
also
Commission
The
removal program will have
with some
recommended.
accomplished little.
'mebers dissenting. that just
Secretary of Transportation
with
John A. Volpe has struggled compensation be paid,
for
funds,
matching
federal
that
states
the
convince
hard to
the Nixon Administration is removal of all lawfully-erected
signs. The
committed toa viable program non-conforming
Senate bill incorporates the
to remove non-conforming
recombillboards from the interstate Commission's
and federal-aid primary high- mendation.
Commission
Other
ways. It would be ironic if.
include one
ations
recommend
obtaining
finally
after
the
funds from the which would extend
adequate
Congress and inducing all Commission's life for another '
states except South Dakota to year "in order that it may
enact complying legisl_ation, come to grips with at least
Volpe should be forced to apply some of an enormously wide
the brakes to a program that range of questions to which
was so long in gaining thusfar we have been able to
gain merely an introduction,"
momentum.
The Highway Beautification Congress is expected to act
Commission's interim report favorably on the suggestior
after
enough,
Oddly
a recomincludes
also
partial
a
ing
recommend
would
which
mendation
on billboard
eliminate the glaring loophole moratorium
the Commission
in existing legislation that removal,
to
Congress
the
urged
the · . continued
permits
proliferation of jumbo outdoor "provide steady funding for
advertising signs along the removal of non-conforming
and federal-aid outdoor advertising signs ... " It
interstate
primary highways as long as is doubtful that the program
the billboards are set back would need much funding
more than 660 feet. Long a sore support if Congress imposes
point with environr':lentalists, even a pa1 tial moratorium
would
the states
the 660-ft. setback loophole because
would be resolved, in part at probably lose interest in atleast, ;, the Senate bill by tempting to remove billboards
basis.
penalizing states which do not on a piece-meal
bill
Senate
the
s,
Nevertheles
"effective
for
make provision
annual
an
authorize
would
signs
jumbo
of
control"
erected more than 660 feet appropriation of $50 million

"AWRIGHT, LOUIE, AS MY PART IN THE WAR
AGAINST CRIME, I'M INCREASING MY TAKE TO
~1·~

through tiscal year 1975, with
the money coming out of the
Highway Trust Fund starting
with fiscal year 1974.
As an adjunct to its' "interim
the Com mission
report,"
released the findings o: two
national surveys CO{lductedby
to eva1uate the
contractors
public's general
American
for the Highway
concern
Beautification Program. The
surveys reached about 5400
American homes. They indicate that the public attaches
to litter
more importance
removal and to the screening
than to the
of junkyards

and
of signs
re 6 Jlation
billboards.
According to Congressman
(Texas),
Wright
Jim
Chairman ,of the Highway
Commission,
Beautification
independentlytwo
the
conducted surveys show "that
most people do not resent
billboards telling them how to
stations,
gas
to
get
hotels or other
restaurants,
places they need to go. On the
other hand there was little
support for commercial signs
which offered nothing more
than brand product advertising
along the highways."
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In the Pit

her
'Shut your mouth!'
husband commanded, rising
from his chair, which promptly
fell with a loud crack behind
him as he did.
'Look, yous.o.b. - I've had it
op to here with you!' the
woman growled back, jabbing
at her throat in a gesture indicative of the fact that she had
all she was going to take with
him. She was angry and ready
for whatever might come.
'Open up all the windows,
Michael! ' she called out,
her
meaning to infuriate
husband. 'I want everyone in
on this one! '
'I said shutup!' her husband
screamed, his tan of the last
a
weeks turning
several
bristling red with the effort. In
the next moment he smashed
his hand dowu on the table
while his two y')unger sons
cringed in terrible fear only
inches away.
'Oh, big man! Big man!'
taunted his wife, applauding
his show of force and fury w:..h
a sneer which only enraged
him further.

Page ft

um

Seventh Seal

(Cont. from Pg. 1)

a general blow-up was coming.
The family sat. down to dinner
,one muggy· evening with the
neighborhood baseball gang
waiting on the edge of the lawn
<'Utside for a continuation of
their delayed game . .But there
was not going to be any further.
game that evening when his
two parents began to argue
over the merits of the meal;
and as things got going, their
three sons who sat at the kitthis
amidst
chen table
developing squabble over a
hard potato, knew well enough
that there was not going to be
anything coming but trouble.
Within another minute or so
of heated argument his father
r-:xploded and threw his baked
potato in a rage against the
stove from which it had just
come, hard and unforgiveably
unacceptable. Pieces·from the
burst spud flew about the
room. 'You can take that spud,'
he yelled from the table as his
wife boiled in fury before him,
'and shove it up your ass! '
'Why you lousy sonofabitch,
you! ' his wife shouted in
return. Then she heard the
front door slam. 'Oh, don't shut
the house up, Michael!' she
called out as her son, who had
scurried up from the table with
the thrown potato, began
pulling down the living room
""· 0 .dows with tiny bangs that
left the ringing sounds of the
springs inside reverberating
through the house. He had the
habit in summer of always
closing the house up whenever
his parents began to fight. 'No,
Michael, leave the house open
so that everyone can hear!' his
mother chided angrily from
the kitchen.

19,

(Cont. from Pg. 11

'You"d better watch your
tongue!'
His wife then laughed in his
face. 'Go to hell!' she snapped
back with expressive disgust.
That was it, that was all it
them to
took to bring
something far worse than mere
words. He came at her in front
of his horrified children, not
the first time nor the last
either, but she was ready for
him with a long barbecue fork
in hand, and as he grabbed her
wrist and began to twist with
all his might to disarm her; she
and
his head
pounded
shoulders with her free hand
and even tried to get in a kick
at his groin. He was of course
much quicker and certainly
more stronger than she, so he
had her down almost imher thin wrist
mediately,
clamped in agonizing fashion
in his frenzied and overpowering hold. But she would
struggle to the end, a tenacious
fighter when furious, and
before he knew what he was
doing, for when he physically
fought his wife he usually
with her as a
struggled
he had actually
wrestler,
raised his hand to strike her.
But as he did the room about
them filled with a terrible howl
that froze his hand rigidly in
mid-air.
It was Michael, who could
take no more. 'Please!' he
begged in a trembling voice
that strained to control itself.
'Please stop!' Suddenly there
was silence. The fight was
over. His father pulled away,
slowly, as though to disengage
was to cast adrift, and his
mother struggled to her feet,
beginning to cry, and then
stumbled through the kitchen
past her wild-eyed children
and down the hall to her
bedroom.
Ten minutes later, after the
children had retreated into
their own bedroom and their
father had gone meekly to thE;
front door to tell the still
waiting and intensely listening
gang that no one would be
corning out that evening, he
walked quietly down the hall
and opened up the bedroom
door. His wife lay inside,
sobbing still.
'Oh, go awai' she moaned
as he tiptoed inside and then
stood by his separate dresser,
a picture of her in a cracked
frame before him.
'Look,' he began in a subdued voice; I'm sorry
'Just go away, will you,' she
replied, turning her face from
him. Please go away.'
Then as she began to sob
again, clutching a wet and by
now crumbly kleenex to her
tear-streamed cheeks he stood
where he was, saying nothing,
listening to her quietly cry.

assur_ing me that he would not
mind, I removed my treasured
white suedes with the racing
stripe down the front. When I
tried on my newly-found loves,
great
an overwhelmingly
feeling of warmth came upon
my body.
I laborJously studied and
fondled these wonderful boots
for nearly four hours and fiftynine minutes. I searched up,
down, inside and out looking
for the slightest imperfection
that even the glories of
American mass-production
can spew forth. A small hole,
just above the sole of the heel
and below the Achille's tendon
came to my attention. I asked
the salesperson, who seemed
extremely gruff towards me
for some unbeknownst reason,
what his comments, if any,
would be on the subject. He
told me that this hole was
to release air
neccessary
pressure in the boot during the
manufacturing process. I then
queried him as to why they
( the manufacturing company
responsible for this industrial
blunder) do not use the hole at
the top of the shoe, where one
places one's foot inside the
boot. This is the point where he
started cursing similar to some
ravenous drunk in a barroom.
After some consoling I assured
him that I would overlook the
imperfection to some extent.
Upon announcing that I would
accept, at the very least, 10
dollars for a trade-in on my
present shoes, he began losing
his senses. The saleperson
started throwing all of his
precious shoes through the
windows and at the poor unfortunate standing on a ladder
with rollers at both ends.
Immediately, I fell to my knees
praying forgiveness for this
tired person, and at the same
time, trying desperately to
restrain him. I finally succeeded, but alas, I could not
hold back the most beautiful
pair of amber, velvet ankle
boots with a spiked heel, from
hurtling throuh the window and
thoroughly
as a result
destroying them. Finally, he
returned to his senses and we
proceeded to haggle over the
Finally he left, to leave her
alone as she wished; and while
she stayed in her room and the
children in theirs, he cleaned
up the kitchen, picking up each
of the tiny hits of potato that
Then he
lay everywhere.
retired outside, to sit in the
dark on the hack porch. He
came in later only twice once to tuck his sons in, and
then, at last, with all the lights
out, t.o put himself to bed on
the living room couch for the
night.
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Collegiate Service Club
Box -5076 • Ea.mood R.I.

Discountsto CSC members
price of the steel-toed and the
trade-in value of the white
suedes.
Finally, we both came to a
compromise that satisfied us
both. The man agreed tQ hand
over ownership of the store and
for my
$ 57.63 in return
gorgeous white suedes. You
may think that I received the
better of the deal financially,
but you are wrong. You see,
this man is now bringing in
sums of money,
fantastic
my ex-suedes
displaying
throughout the world. The only
reason people are paying to see

them is that the skin, which is
of unusual texture, was obJacqueline
from
tained
Onassis's rump.

Analysis
Con't. from Pg. 6, Col.·5

Pharrnchern' s "Analysis
is
program
Anonymous"
currently th~ only one of its
kind in the country, but the
recent decision by the Bureau
_of Narcotics to encourage the
service may inspire other
laboratories to start similar
operations.
--Mark Brewer/ AFS

H.U'.

Photo by Gordon E. Rowley.

HEY TO Ito? ....... Not really, it's only Spike, an 11 week old Doberman
who had his .-ars.cropp.-d 11! days ago, and who was pawing the turf

around llhodP Island ('olleg.-•s campus where his owner Brian King of
J>oyl.- Avt>nu.-. Providf'nC'e. i11 a sophomore, studying Industrial
Edu(•ation.
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Taft Nix 's Policewomen
The police officers and the
However, under repeated
Mayor James L. Taft, Jr., of
female
explained that the
from
mayor
questioning
Rhode
Crans ton addressed
Island College students in a members of the class and one collective bargaining practices
he
and contract stipulations are
advocate,
male
seminar in Police/Community
acknowledged that while he such that it would be violating
on Friday, October 6.
policy to assign a women to
Meeting with the class in an harbored absolutely no antithere
duties such as juvenile
special
sentiments,
lib
women's
conthe
setting,
informal
division or detective work. The
versation pit of the RIC are practical considerations
seniority system in Cranston
which impeded the widespread
Faculty Center, Mayor Taft
gives first crack at openings in
employment of women on the
fielded questions on everything
these areas to patrolmen with
Force.
Police
Cranston
from collective bargaining to
greatest length of service, and
seniority
Citing
of hiring
the desirability
to hire women especially for
requirements and collective
policewomen.
these divisions would be in
well
as
restrictions
bargaining
Police
Calling the Crans ton
Department excellent, Mayor as training requirements, he violation of the seniority rul~s.
A female RIC student asked
told the students that in the
Taft said that as a private
what other municipalities did,
textbooks the practice of large
citizen he would agree that
policemen in general seem to scale employment of police- and a male class member said
be· underpaid. However, he women looked good, but that in that he though the rules should
acknowledged that in his of- the realm of practical ex- be changed if necessary in
order to facilitate the hiring of
it was another
ficial capacity as a chief perience
more women.
matter.
executive of a municipality
The police officers response
"I personally- think we
sometimes
circumstances
emphasized the high degree of
should hire more police
required a different view.
women," he said. But he then value the department memMayor Taft stressed the fact
bers place on the seniority
pointed out the difficulties
Police
Crans ton's
that
inherent in appointing women system, and explained that in
Department i,1 his opin .on was
to the force, basing his ex- Massachusetts the Supreme
among the leaders in the state
Court recently ruled that a
planation upon the stringent
in encouraging educational
physical requirements, and the woman could apply for any job
advancement for its members.
that was described as being for
which
"I can't . quote you the ·working conditions
would be necessary. Both the -a policeman, but that in effect
statistics," he told the class,
mayor and the three police it was unlikely that many
"but I know that Cranston
women could successfully
officers seemed in agreement
stacks up with most any
the . strenuous
that present hiring practices in complete
community in this regard."
is required for a
that
training
the
necessitate
would
Cranston
Police
ton
Crans
Three
assignment of any women patrolmen. They again cited
all
members,
Department
the problem of having , to
hired to a street patrol.
holders of bachelor's degrees
All four men found this idea subdue unruly persons.
are adjunct instructors in the
repugnant, citing third shift
Mayor Taft suggested that
class which· is taught by RIC
as
duty
midnight)
after
(
it may seem attractive in
while
E.
Dr.
professor
sociology
and a theoretical
dangerous
or textbook
potentially
Gamal Zaki.
taxing.
situation, it was an entirely
In response to questions
thing in actual
"Suppose a police woman is different
class
by several
raised
assigned to drive a patrol car practice.
members and by Dr. Zaki, in the city alone between
"Suppose a policewoman
Mayor Taft held that "I agree midnight and eight a.m. and met up with one of these three
that we ought to have more she has to deal with a big drunk patrolmen - if they were ofthan
police-women in the Crans ton or three big drunks?;,, the f enders
rather
Police Department."
mayor asked rhetorically.
policemen - what would she
some
are
do? If there
robust women who can meet
the physical requirements ana
successfully complete the train''
ing then .

Absentee

.For the average person who
votes in the town where he is
registered, casting a ballot is
as easy as walking down the
street, submitting a name to an
election official, entering the
voting booth and flicking the
appropriate lever. But for the
person who is registered in his
living
and
town
home
somewhere else, voting means
applying for and receiving an
absentee ballot.
Voting absentee is a comalmost dizzying
plicated,
procedure. It is also risky. The
confusion of deadlines, apsp·ecial
forms,
plication
signatures and rigid, rigid
directions may even result in a
discarded ballot.
Sometimes absentee voting
is a nec.:essity. Certainly, if a
student prefers voting from his
home address - perhaps, his
sympathies lie with a certain
candidate running in his home
town or he simply feels closer
ties with the politics at home he will choose to register there.
For freshmen and transfer
students, the choice may not
exist. Students might arrive on
campus too late to meet the
residency
day
thirty
requirement.
For the student who must
vote absentee, there are many
that must be
procedures
followed. They all revolve
around one important factor:
Time.
In many cases, it will take as
many as three letter exchange: between a student and
his loe:._ derk to finally secure
.abct!lot. It cou utake as long as

Balloting

"For a Sound Buy"

Rhode Island
Stereo, Inc.
complete line of
stereo systems
1088 Chalkstone Avenue
Providence, R.I.
831-1599

Don't Throw Away
Your Chance
To Vote

Most politicians would be happier if .you
didn't vote. Disappoint them! Don't let
complex ABSENTEE voting procedures
keep you from voting. Here's how to
do It:

application and/or the ballot itself, fill
them out immediately, Have them notarized.
5. Mail them Immediately to the office
that sent them.

If your voting address is not your school
address, an absentee ballot form has to
be requested from your home County
Board of Elections or your County or
Town Clerk. In order to vote for President, your application must be received
by October 31. The deadline is earlier lo,
local election_sin many states.

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT
YOUl;l SCHOOL ADDRESS, GO TO
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON
NOVEMBER 7, AND VOTEI

5 STEPS
1. Tear out the form below and fill it out.
2. Have the form notarized. Ask schoQ)
officials for help with notarization.
3. Mail this form to your county or town
Clerk or your County Board of Elections.

If you need assistance, contact your local
McGovern, Nixo'n or other campaign
headquarters or the Student National
Education Association, 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel: 202833-5527.
THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDU<;ATION
ASSOCIATION HAS SUPPLIED THIS
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU
DON'T VOTE-YOU DON'T COUNT!

remember
also
three or four weeks simply to _must
4. When you receive the absentee ballot
and
directions
receive an application so the deadlines,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Most
absentee voter must be ex- special requirements.
October , 1S72
deadlines.
of
forget
tremely aware
important, he must not
Dear Sir:
My duties as a student require me to_beabsentfrom my resiIn initially requesting an to apply for his ballot.
_
dence In __________________
absentee ballot from the town,
(county,~own,addsess)
_____________
county or city clerk, the voter
. continuouslythroughelection day.
should include his name, home
Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment (Publlc Law
the
where
address, the address
please send an· absentee ballot, and/or appllcatlon
91-285)
Anchor
ballot should be sent and the
therefor, to me at my school address:
reason for neces&itating an
Needs
absentee ballot.
Deadlines, in either case, are
(Signature)
Staff
(Print Name)
crucial. The dates vary considerably from state to st::1teso
(NOTARY PUBLIC AND SEAL)
People
a check with the local clerk of
the League of Women Voters is
a necessity.
Following directions to the
letter may also make the
difference between having a
vote counted or discarded. Non
compliance with directions is a
valid reason for a uiscounted
ballot. Again, procedures
differ from state to state. In
some cases it will be necessary
to have the signature of a
notary public before the ballot
can be considered· valid.
Notaries are found in most
banks, the court house or the
county clerk's office.
In sending in a ballot, there
is always a deadline to meet.
It's best to send the ballot out
i-:,mediately, for frequently
the ballot must be received by
a specified date, and even,
hour. Votes have been lost
because a ballot was received
an hour after the determined
deadline.
The red tape involved in
can be
voting absentee
discouraging. Not only must John t:hafee, former Governor of Rhode Island and present candidate for Senate, in a recent visit
the voter remember to vote, he to th e Rhode Island College campus.
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''Texas '' B_rown
Training
BrOW!1J
"Texas"
Dave
Rhode Island College's double
NESCAC Champion began his
fourth week of training last
Monday in preparation for the
mdoor track season. Besides
using the weight machine
Dave has been .
regularly,
getting in the running distance
needed to build up stamina.
Extra work has also been done
on his form in the shot-put.
Said Dave when asked if his
form has much to do with the
amount of distance he gets
with each throw he replied,
"Without the proper form and
rhythm, lifting weights and
other ways of training do one
~Y little good. It's all based on
physics."

As Dave last year won the
NESCAC Championship in the
discus and shot-put, many
coaches and athletes <if the
opposition were impressed.
This year they will be getting
ready for him. Says Tex,
''When you get that high up,
you can expect the pressure to
be great. It's a good athlete,
however. who can use this
pressure to his own advantage
to improve himself."
Besides taking two titles last
oted
was
Dave
year,
Out"Most
unanimously,
standing Field Event Man"• by
the coaches and athletes of the
NESCAC. Dave received a
gigantic trophy for this honor.

Tournament
Res'ults

The recent floods which
l"Bvaged the Eastern portion of
the United States hit King's
College of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
particularly hard but in a
determined spirit, the athletic
the
under
department.
guidance of athletic director
Ed Donohue. is beginning to
dig its way out.
The institution is located
of the
within 100 yards
Susquehanna River and some
four million dollars in damages
from the floods resulted from
Tropical Storm Agnes on June
23.
''The flood hit us very hard,"
Donohue reports, "but we will
be back this year with our
teams operating in just about
every sport."
The gymnasium was one of
the facilities hit the hardest by
the floods and the four-year-old
structure is under-going some
major changes to get ready for
the upcoming seasons.
A synthetic basketball floor
is being installed to replace the
one wrecked by river waters.
the team will
Meanwhile,
practice in a nearby high
school gym.
The rifle team may become
the No. 1 casualty of the flood.
The rifle range was located in
the basement level of the gym
and· was completely washed
out.
The swimming pool also
sustained heavy damage, but
coach Minor Nagle is hopeful
of having the facility ready for
use by the time his scheduled
meets roll around.
Floors of the handball courts
also will get new synthetic
floors as much of the equipment was destroyed and many
lockers were a total loss.

The rains over the weekend
has raised havoc with the
tennis and golf tournaments
this year. Turn-out for both
tournaments was very light
and in some ways disappointing. Most of the participants were made. up of
faculty.
Winners in the tennis tournament were: Doug Rose in
men's singles as he defeated
Richard Keough 6-2, 6-1. Mixed
doubles was won on default by
Richard Keogh and Jayne
Grnsti.
The Golf Tournament was
played on a beautiful Sunday
afternoon at the Louisquisset
Country in North Providence.
Kirk Bryden shot an 89 for
eighteen holes. Mr. Bryden
claimed that his game has
been off for some time because
of practice, but put it all
together on this beautiful day
to come out on top. Ken Borst
was second with a 94 total for
eighteen ho: s.
The director of recreation
would like to find a time when
more people would be interested in coming out and
getting involved in our tournaments for fun. The whole
idea behind the programs is to
enjoy one's self and a chance to
get away from all that work
and meet new people that have
similar interest. The department looks forward to the
spring and another try at
tennis and golf tournaments.

Climb

A Success
With a one week postmountain
the
ponement,
climbing trip to the White
finally got unMountains
derway from Whipple Gymnasium. This year's trip was
led by the old faithful, Dr.
Donald C. Averill, and new
comer to the scene, John
Sanders, assistant intramural
and recreation director. The
group arrived at its camping
ground and set up some of the
departments'
recreation
newest equipment, two man
mountain tents. Bob Crane
split som+" 1 • u;c,&'i and soor'
~

~

~

'dl

Rates

For College
Skiers

King's, College
Recovers#

Mountai:i

Special

potatoes well underway as the
rest of the group got settled.
The rest of the evening was
spent under the stars and by
the warm glow of the camp.fire
as people talked about school
and the past summer's experiences. As the flames grew
low, so did the eyes of many of
only to be
the campers,
awakened soon by the call for
After breaking
breakfast.
down the tents and loading the
bus, one soon woke up to the
was on top of Mt.
fact tha
Lafayette and it wa& ratning.
After three hours- of climbing,
Greenleaf Hut was a welcome
sight to all the hikers as it was
a refuge from the rain. At this
point the group decided to split,
~nd four people wanted to
return while the rest climbed
with Jim
to the summit
Ma th
of the
Schaeffer
Department, who led the group
north and down thP GarfieM
R,1d1 '
r, h
T •·::i.1110 thf>Wrtll

he
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Are you still paying full price
for skiing?
nation-wide
a
Now
organization of skiing college
students has reduced the price
of this once expensive sport.
The Student Ski Association, in
conjunction with over 150 ski
offers significantly
areas,
reduced prices on lift tickets,
ski lessons and ski equipment
rentals. Similar in concept to
the airlines' youth fare cards,
the program is open to college,
and graduate
professional
students.
The Student Ski Association
was founded and is directed' by
Kim Chaffee, a Harvard and
whose
graduate,
Berkeley
brother and sister are former
Olympic skiers. Last year,
during its fourth season, over
:35,0QOcoli'ege students joined
the organization.
entitles
Membership
students to savings of up to 50
percent on lift tickets, lessons
and rentals during the week.
Saturday, Sunday and holidays
the program brings at least a
$ I savings on lift tickets. In
additi011 to these savings, the
a
also receive
members
ski
underground
monthly
The STUDENT
magazine,
SKIER, along with the annual
POOR HOWARD'S College
Guide to Skiing. Membership is
$5. There is no age limit, and
no limit to the number of times
the reduced rate membership
may be used at any of the more
ski
than 150 participating
areas.
Such prestigious ski resorts
as: Mt. Snow, Waterville
Valley, Sugarloaf and Mt. Tom
Aspen
in New England,
Highlands, Jackson Hole, Park
West, Taos, Squaw Valley and
Kirkwood Meadows in the West
Mt.
and Big Powderhorn,
Schuss Mountain
Telemark,
and Sugarloaf in the Midwest,
grant Student Ski Association
members low student rates.
SSA is recognized as the
leading student group in the
skiing and works closely with
various divisions of the United
States Ski Association. Schlitz
Beer, a supporter of NAST AR
race for
< a national Standard
recreational skiers), and the
National Ski Patrol is the
national sponsor of the Student
Ski Association. This year SSA
will be hosting a series of large
intercollegiate ski festivals in
the Rockies and Sierras and in
the Midwest.

Reflections
With the advent of a series of
hearings
Congressional
related to the actual safety
playing
factor of artificial
surfaces, the question arises
the validity of
concerning
previous statements made by
to the effect
manufacturers
that injuries would be reduced
the new turf
by using
inthe entire
However,
purely
is
vestigation
academic, and probably will
yield nothing fruitful m the
end. Why? Basically because
is
condition
one crucial
overlooked - before you can
Judge whether synthetic turf or
natural grass is safer. there
must first be a set of standards
for comparison, rone of :-vi,ich
exist presently. In additfon,
there is no method I know of
determining whether an injury
that occurred on the· artifiJial
surf ace would not riappen on
natural playing fields.
After consideration, I nave
reached a few conclusions of
my own about the matter.
First,· the greater, number· of
injuries is due in _part to the
increase through tl'le years in
the size, weight, speed, and
of the playets.
strength

by Harry Roil

Secondly, note that injuries are
much more publicized today
than in the past; and third, the
common nature of injuries
themselves have undergone
Once there were
changes.
and
concussions,
primarily
broken collarbones and legs;
now it's achilles tendons ripping, knees, ankles, wrists, and
water
developing
elbows
torn
tendonitis,
buildup,
tissues and muscles, etc.
I personally prefer the good
old natural truf, beca'use I've
noticed a declinein the game's
quality of late. When it rains;·
the ·field is ttansf 6-rmed into er'
sliding- pond;· in sunsfiine,•·the ·
surface becomes· 's11& and
1
playe:rs•'.fose 'all· tract'fon c1(-87
slips inJ games in Mfa:nlM;and
even mmfow rias'oegul)' t0 grow
exfensively·' ifl dfie 1'S {g.ai'titrt's
fie1d. 'Therefore,· 'p'• am 'rn :
agreement .with; %~• ·p1'ciyers
Association; wh-0-·rria1i"ritairrthat
install'atton 1 's11ould· b~ 'halted'
until :.furthetJ: s'tudy can' 1 be
reA · t~arefu(made.
consideration·-·bf the so:caHed
"miracle turf" 'i-sbacl'l-yn~ed~d
right now, before things~ can
get too fat -out of hand.-, · ''

A Switch of Seasons
by Tom Kenwood
entirely? By switching · the
of the
several
New England winters are seasons
un- problems of spring competition
for being
notorious
Likewise early are eliminated. The fall' is
predictable
spring is just' as unpredictable
generally mild and ideal for
The
and tennis.
in regards to weather. As a baseball
result of the sometimes long athletes are generally in good
winters and unpredictable
shape from an active summer
our spring sports
winters,
in their sport and often sharp
suffer greatly. Our athletes from actual competition 1
cannot become sharp from
There is the conflid with our
many present fall sports, both in the
game like practice,
games are rescheduled due to interest of the athletes parwet grounds, poor weather, ticipating in two sports and
and the like. The athletes do with the fans. In weighing all
most of their conditioning and the pros and cons of the idea, I
think it would be in the best
practice indoors.
Our teams normally hold fall interest of the athlete to switch
practice which is very good, the seasons around from the
but why not switch the seasons spring to the fall.

Recreational
Modern Dance
Program To Begin

As director of Recreation,
every once in awhile you do get
some reward in life, a.s your
days sometimes seem never
ending, as the list of things on
your desk grows longer, but do
not seem to get any done as
some emergency has led to
pushing them farther down the
list. It was Thursday, and a
young lady had been trying to
reach the recreation directo!',
who appear:s and disappears
when you want him most, but
the word was out that he would
be returning within the hour.
The $5 membership is of- Putting on a small trot, Donna
to Whipple
fered with a money back Salvo makes
with a bright
g...iarantee through campus ski Gymnasium
clubs, bookstores and by mai 1 smile and a new idea for
recreation at Rhode Island
at any of the three regional
21 C allege. Donna has danced
East
SSA
offices:
for quite a few years now and
Drive, See'konk,
Rosemarie
she would like to share some of
Mass. 02771; SSA Midwest,
her experiences and the beauty
Road
Point
2529 Gross
through
Evanston, Ill. 60201; SSA West: that one receives
modern dance. So on ThursBox 1138, Incline Village,
day, at 8 p.m. at night, a
Nevada 89450.
program for all
recreation
interested persons will start in
home one sat and thought about Henry Barnard Gymnasium.
Rewards will be great for the
the events of the day recalling
some of the misery brought on Recreation Director who has
by the elements, but having an been looking for a smiling face,
and the person who ha a
inward sense of satisfaction
o 1icklv erased r O'-'P d • 1 o do ~O r eth ng w1tfl' r
lcl.lPnt-, and ftnail, fot t

person that gets involved in
modern dance.
recreational
Remember: this program will
night,
start this Thursday
October·-19th at 8: 00 p.rh. in_
Henry Bq~n~rd Gyll}.~~~~~m.

RIC',

,,

11

,,

Foo th all News · ,
The intramural program at•
Whipple Gym began its season
two weeks ago. The men's flag
football which is played on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays had
5 games. The ZX Tigers
trounced over Circus 21 to O.
The Faculty won on forfeit
over the ZX Pussies. The
Airborne Rangers breezed by
the Toads 27 to o. The Ghetto
All Stars topped LaGrop 13 to
o, and Buzzards Bay defeated
the Marauders "' to 7. Last
week the men \\•:re "in action
again. Buzzarc.s Bay won
again but not so easily. They
topp, 1 the Airborne Rangers 8
to 6. There was another forfeit
this week. The Marauders
forfeited to Circus. The ZX
Tigers posted their second
victory by defeating the ZX
Toads 38 to 6.
The womens powder puff
started it's season last week
with a squeaker. Browne Hall
pulled out a point in double
overtime and defeated Gross 7
to 6. This week both men and
women will be in action agam
'uesda-y and Wed0n bot'
nesda
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Soccer Team Loses

SPORTS
Then Wins

Coach Bogda then put in
Mike L anon, a freshman
goalie, to give Jimmy White a
rest. Mike did a good job, while
making several good saves to
hold the Eastern Conn. team at
bay for the remainder of the
game,
invited
The Anchormen
Mass. Maritime to play Friday
and drubbed their guests, 6-1,
making the Seamen's Friday
the 13th most miserable. RIC 's
Mattola and Camargo played
big roles as each dumped in
two goals apiece.
Steve Mattola scored first
and was soon followed by
Charlie Chaves as the Seamen
were caught flat footed. Steve
Mattola once again ::.cored to
close out the first half as the
Anchormen left with a 3-0 lead.
In the second half, Anchorman Camargo scored two
more in a row before Mass.
Maritime made its first and
only tally. With a 5-1 lead, Mike
Lanon broke a record for the
most pebbles thrown into a
plastic cup while sitting on the
bench to beat out his team- ·
At this point, Eastern
mate, Bob Dowding. This then
was worried.
Connecticut
They had never seen RIC give helped Coach Bogda to decide
such a fight in years. They to put Mike in the game. For
must have realized that they the rest of the game the
would have to play with their Seamen were held scoreless as
heads down in the second half, Dan Andrade ·tallied once more
because that is just what they for RIC as the Anchormen won
did. With the wind at their with the final score, 6-1.
Be on hand Thursday, Ocheld
were
they
backs,
scoreless until the middle of tober 19, a~ the Anchormen
the second half to take the lead. face Salem State in their final
game of the season.
They then got an insurance
The loss to Eastern Conn.
goal with three quarters of the
time gone by. The RIC team leaves RIC's record at 1-1 in
was stopped cold and couldn't southern division play. The
manage another scoring at- win against Mass. Maritime
makes it 3-4, overall.
tack.
On Wednesday, October 11,
the Rhode Island College
soccer team faced inter
division rival, Eastern Conn.
The game was marked by a
hard fought first half, but a
tough second, as · our Anchormen could hold the line no
more.
The first half according to
Captain Gene Bescetta was
''our best of the season." The
Eastern Conn. team drew first
blood, scoring in the early
minutes. This team however,
did not realize that our Anchormen were not to be
reckoned with ·as Orlando
Andrade· anrl Charlie Chaves
put in two f('r RIC w;th two
mimltes of each other to give
the_Anchormen a 2-1 lead. Bill
Carberry was instrumental in
this drive as he came back in
the closing minutes of the half
to tie it up. Although the home
team scored two goals during
the first half, Ji~ White was
right in there making some
fine saves.

Jets Shell Pats, 41
by John Beagan

John Riggins and Emerson
Boozer ran for a combined
total of 336 yards as the New
York Jets bombed the New
England Patriots, 41-13.
Riggins opened the scoring
with a 6 yard run giving New
York a 7-0 lead. After Charlie
Gogolak had kicked two field
goals, Boozer broke through the
Pat's defense and scored from
37 yards out. This gave New
York a 14-6 lead.
The Jets made it 21-6 as Joe
Namath hit Richard Caster
with a 27 yard pass.

Harriers

Run Against

On Friday the 13th the Rhode
Island College cross country
to Butler
team traveled
Medical Center on the east siae
of Providence to run against
the junior varsity teams of
Harvard and Brown University. The Anchormen were
forced to use three runners
who had just come out for their
first week, in the starting five.
The reasons for this were that
Pete Townsend and Dan
Spinner had classes scheduled
the time of the meet and Tom
Kenwood came down with a
terrible virus. The new runners, Jim Gamelin, John
Galoucci and Joe Quagliatta
however did not do too badly
for their first times on the
tough hilly course.

Spotlight

The Oakland Raiders moved
into first place in the AFC 's
Carl Garrett scored the Western Division as they beat
Patriots only touchdown of the Buffalo 28-i6.
day on a 41 yard run in the
The Patriots face the Pittsthird quarter. Leading 21-13 burg Steelers next week in
is in
Pittsburg
Pittsburg.
second place in the Central
Division, one game behind
Cincinnati.

Ray Danforth ran one of his
best races in his life. Ray went
out at the start a lot slower
then Jim but after the first
mile and a half, started
passing Brown and Harvard
runners on all parts of the
I
course.

At the finish of the race
Harvard had placed eight men
in front of Jim Gallagher and nine in front of freshman Ray
Danforth. The winning time
was 27: 00. Jim came through
at 28: 38 and Ray at 28: 48.
RIC 's other runners were the
last to finish.
Ray Danforth as a whole, ran
a very good race. His eleventh
place finish put him ahead of
Brown's first man.
The Anchormen on October
21, will run in the Boston Invitational at Franklin Park.
The RIC harriers hope that
Tom Kenwood will recover in
time to give the team art eight
man squad.

on The Anchormen

On October 4, Jim recorded his .second shut-out as a RIC goalie. Being aggressive, Jim has the
ability of breaking up a scoring play and is tough enough to take any opponent out of the play. As of
the Eastern Conn. game Jim had 85 saves and only allowed the opposition 1.8 goals a game. Jim
lives in Bristol and is a member of the class of 1974at RIC.
Mike Lanon

The RIC freshman is a graduate from Warwick Veterans High School, where he pole vaulted
for the track team as well as playing soccer. Mike has aone a fine job when coming in late in the
second half by holding the opposition scoreless so far this season.
Steve Mattola

Steve has had a big hand in RIC scoring this season b~ getting four, the most on the team. The
Industrial Arts major is a graduate from Warwick Vets, where he starred in Metropolitan
Division play in high school. As well as carrying a good offensive punch, Steve is capable pf
making a fine contribution to the team of defense.

NCAA Briefs
~unday breakfast at his home
and recently had a crowd of 38.
They consumed nine dozen
eggs, five pounds of bacon, ten
rounds of sausage, four or five
gallons of milk and countless
slices of toast. His wife reports
that "they even come back in
the afternoon for cookies and
lemonade." If this keeps- up,
James may have to think up a
way to recruit a new wife.

but it didn't help Baltimore.
Navy won, 12-1.

****

Pan American's tennis star,
Kenny McMillan is an artistic
success on and off the court. He
recently sold a strikingly
unusual piece of sculpture. He
made it out of an old Coke
machine and added arms that
reached "Ut of the machine as
if a. person were caught inside.
****
the He called it "Confined." He
and
Navy
When
University of Baltimore got exhibited another work called
together in baseball, ra1 e "Wheel of Fortune," made by
happenings occurred. Both cutting up 15 of his old tennis
teams turned in triple plays trophies.

Hoop Clinic Set at P .C.
annual
fourth
The
Providence College basketball
clinic for coaches and players
w::.s announced recently by
Head Coach Dave
Friar
Gavitt.
The clinic will be held on
Sunday, Oct. 29 at Alumni Hall
on the P.C. campus from 10: 00
a.m. to 4: 30 p.m. This year's
clinic format will deal with the
.vhich help
fundamentals
compose solid teflm offense
and defense.
The clinic featurts the P.C.
varsity and J.V. squads in

$25.00 First Prize
$1.00 Entry Fee
Sign up on skyway .between Donovan and Union from 10: 00 a.m.
until 2: 00 p.m. everyday until October 20.
up Mass.

The early pace for the first
three miles was very fast. Jim
Gallagher stayed up with the
leaders for two miles and
would be anywhere from first
to fifth as the Harvard runners
were bunched so closely
together. As the leading pack
went around the second time,
Jim lost much
however,
ground going up the big hill and
fell out of contention for the
rest of the race.

Soccer

ONE - ON - ONE
Basketball Championship

Jim White breaks
Maritime attack.

Harvard

Jim~yWhite

A challenge is being offered
of
Institute
by Rochester
Technology. The Tigers have
strung together 42 consecutive
dual meet track and field
victories and are claiming the
longest streak for college
- 13
until
teams
di vision
someone else can prove them
the Jets turned the game into a wrong. RIT has gone 6-0, 12-0,
rout in the final quc!rter. 13-0, and 11-0 the past four
Emerson Boozer scored twice, years. Coach Pete Todd is 62-4
once on a 23 yard run; his other since 1966.
score came from 8 yards out.
****
Bob Howfield provided the
Kent State's football coach,
other 6 points as he kicked two Don James, takes a different
37 yard field goals.
approach to recruiting. He
treats visiting prospects to
Around the NFL:
The Miami Dolphins won
their game yesterday but lost
their All-Pro Quarterback, Bob
Griese, for the season. Griese
suffered a leg bone fracture
and dislocated ankle.

Brown,

To be held October 25 and November 1 during the Wednesday free
periods.

135-50 mark which included
actual court demonstrations.
Th~ demonstrations include a three New England Class "A"
All- Prep School Championships.
featuring
scrimmage
America candidates Marvin
Adams is well known locally.
Barnes and Ernie DiGregorio. The past four seasons have
Featuring speakers for the found Adams directing the
clinic will be Providence's new Central High School team to
Nick the Rhode Island
coaches,
assistant
State
Macarchuk and Jim Adams. Championship. One of Adams
Both Marcarchuk and Adams products is current Friar star,
Providence
the
joined
Marvin Barnes.
Coaching staff with impressive
in
interested
Anyone
credentials.
Macarchuk in nine seasons receiving further information
as head coach at St. Thomas may contact the P.C. athl tic
Moore Prep School fashioned a department by calling 865-2265.

Discover the World on Your

ATSEA
SEMESTER
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Australasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available, Write
now for free catalog:
.
rox CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
College,
WCA, Chapman

